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America continues to tread water in healthcare and education
while other countries have enacted reforms to great effect.

SCOTTY HENDRICKS 03 October, 2018

The American healthcare and education systems are

known to need some work, but a new study suggests

we've fallen far in comparison to the rest of the world.

The findings show what progress, if any, 195 countries

have made over the last twenty years

The study suggests that economic growth is tied to

human capital, which gives a dire view of America's

economic prospects.

The concept of human capital has only been around since

the '50s but it's become an increasingly popular way of

looking at the economic potential of countries. Typically

defined as "the attributes of a population that, along with

physical capital such as buildings, equipment, and other

tangible assets, contribute to economic productivity" it

includes things such as education levels, skill sets, and

other intangible items that foster economic growth.

While we already know that a countries' average education

level is associated with its economic growth, a recent study

looking into the growth of human capital around the world

over the last 26 years has included healthcare outcomes to

the mix. While it was created to help motivate lower and

middle income countries to increase their human capital

investment, it offers a harsh look at the progress the

United States has made over the previous 20; if any.

The study

As part of the World Bank's call for more data on human

capital, a team of researchers at the Institute for Health

Metrics and Evaluation at the University of Washington

scoured over three decades worth of educational and

medical data to help create an index showing the levels of

human capital for every country in the world for both 1990

and 2016.

In this study, human capital was defined as "expected

years lived between the ages of 20 and 64." Adjustments

were also made for health and education levels, which

were also ranked and compared. The four variables listed in

the final analysis were expected years lived between 20

and 64, functional health status, years of educational

attainment, and learning or education quality.

All of this was then fused into a single "expected human

capital" score for each country.

That’s great and all, but where is my
country?
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School children in the Central African Republic. Fostering human

capital by means of education and improved healthcare systems is

especially important in developing countries where growth projects

typically focus on material goods.

The United States fell 21 spots over the years from 6th to

27th. This places us in the company of Germany (24),

Greece (25), Australia (26), and the Czech Republic (28). The

top spots are dominated by Western European and Nordic

countries, with Finland topping the list both in 1990 and

2016. South Korea and the Republic of China are the only

non-European representatives in the top 10 for 2016,

edging out Canada, which fell to 11th place.

Wait, how did that happen?

One problem was that America's scores declined in one

significant category, educational attainment. The decrease

in education spending during the time period studied

might have caused this. Nevertheless, countries that

increased spending in analyzed areas, such as Turkey and

both Chinas, saw tremendous improvements in their

position on the list.

That was the only dimension where the United States saw

a decline, however. The other categories saw improvement

— albeit marginal. The primary reason why the U.S. fell so

far was that other countries were able to improve their

scores by a lot more than America was. Austria, for

example, was ranked 19th in both 1990 and 2016 but saw

substantial gains across the board, allowing it to surpass

the United States.

But, we spend so much money!

It's not that Americans don't spend a lot of money on these

things. As a matter of fact, the U.S. spends more per

student than almost any other country on education and

way more than anybody else on healthcare.

The problem, or at least part of it, is that much of this

money is spent inefficiently. The Nordic countries, which

dominate the top spots on the list, have universal

healthcare which provides better outcomes at a lower

price than the American system does. Because of this

system, the cost of drugs and health care administration is

lower in Europe than in America. Last year, half a billion

dollars was spent on lobbying on behalf of healthcare

providers, pharmaceutical companies, and insurance

companies which could have been spent on actual

healthcare.

Today, there are still around 30 million Americans without

health insurance despite progress over the last decade.

The number of those uninsured has increased in the last

couple of years due to rollbacks on Medicaid and reduced

advertising of government programs.

These inefficiencies add up to mean that, despite

increased spending, America's human capital scores hardly

moved over the last three decades.

What does this all mean?

The study reconfirms the relationship between human

capital and economic growth. With countries that make

the most substantial investments in their populations

seeing higher growth rates as a result. This could speak

poorly for the future growth prospects of the United States

if its relative position continues to decline.

President Jim Yong Kim of the World Bank hopes the data

collected will help spur further investment by

governments into education and healthcare. He framed

the benefits of a single, comprehensive human capital

index as a motivating force.

!

With the right measurements, an index ranking
the human capital in countries will be hard to

ignore, and it can help galvanize much more —
and more effective — investments in people

"

The findings also offer a bit of good news for the world.

Even the country that came in last place, Niger, made

progress over the years. It just did so at a slower rate than

everybody else.

If nothing else, the relative decline of the United States

over the last few decades shows that no country can rest

on its laurels. Like the Red Queen in Through the Looking
Glass tells us, "It takes all the running you can do, to keep in

the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you

must run at least twice as fast as that!"
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Getting mental health care
makes the body healthier —
especially for the elderly
Taking care of our minds is an often neglected aspect of aging. What
are we going to do about it?

 19 April, 2019
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Studies have shown that depression can worsen in our old age.
Other mental health concerns, too, are not only debilitating on
their own but they can often make it more difficult to treat other
health conditions.
However, recent advances in how we treat mental health in the
elderly are making a big difference. Here's how.
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Cannabis may boost
perceptual reasoning in
teenage brains, researchers
say
It increases their brains' gray matter volume.

 23 January, 2019
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Occasional use, defined as once or twice, can actually increase
grey matter volume.
Unfortunately, anxiety is also increased.
35 percent of 10th graders have experimented with cannabis.
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Scientists see 'rarest event
ever recorded' in search for
dark matter
The team caught a glimpse of a process that takes
18,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 years.

 24 April, 2019
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In Italy, a team of scientists is using a highly sophisticated detector
to hunt for dark matter.
The team observed an ultra-rare particle interaction that reveals
the half-life of a xenon-124 atom to be 18 sextillion years.
The half-life of a process is how long it takes for half of the
radioactive nuclei present in a sample to decay.
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Depression is a silent killer.
A.I. is turning up the volume.
Artificial intelligence is a sophisticated tool in the fight against
despression.

 04 May, 2019
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Artificial intelligence can digitize a person's state of mind by
gathering data from their social media feeds and listening to
them talk.
The filters you use on photos, the kinds of content you post, as well
as your speech (your tone, sighs, and rate of speech) are just a few
ways AI can detect depression or evaluate whether medications
are working or not.
Furthermore, research shows people would rather confide their
deepest feelings to an avatar than a human being. AI mental
health coaches are already on the horizon – an effective and
necessary development as we face a shortage of mental health
professionals.
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Why serving others is the
most effective way to be a
leader

 03 May, 2019

Robert K. Greenleaf coined the phrase "servant leadership" in his
1970 essay The Servant as Leader. "It begins with the natural
feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first," Greenleaf wrote.
"Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead."
Former Onyx CEO Tony Coles says this philosophy of leadership
"has influenced almost everything" he has done.
In this video, learn the key servant leadership philosophy and how
Coles applied it in his own work and career.
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The science of why we can’t
live forever
Here's why stars fade out — and so do we.

 06 May, 2019by Michael Shermer
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